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Introduction

• Speaking is the act of using words to express one's thoughts or 
feelings. 

• Speaking ability is one of the four main language skills 
required to learn a foreign or second language. 

• Some students feel awkward or afraid when speaking in 
English during the class.

• There are many interesting types of media that can be used 
by teachers in teaching speaking.

• Pair work card is a teaching media used in classrooms where 
students work in pairs to complete specified learning goals.
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Introduction
Pairwork card media in previous studies also produced a positive effect

Name of Researchers Year Result

Luh et al 2023 The results after using the pairwork card media, before

learning using pairwork card media the students

understanding were 62.5%, after using pairwork card they

increased to 87.5%

Azmi et al 2023 Conclude that the ability of repeated addition of grade II

students is influenced by the Make A Match learning model

with the help of paired cards

Setyorini 2023 The use of paired card can be used as a media that provides

solutions to increase learning motivation and enthusiasm of

students in the learning process
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Introduction

Research 

Gap

Previous Research Novelty

The previous research focuses on

elementary school level

In this study the researchers choose junior

high school level
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Research Question

Is there any effect to the use of Pair Work Card in students’ speaking 
achievement?
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Methodology

• Research Design: The methods that used in this research is Quantitative 
pre-experimental

• Research Setting: The research study takes place at SMP Muhammadiyah 4 
Porong.

• Population and Sampling: The population is eight grade and the sample 
which consist of 25 students. 

• Data Collection: Pre-test, treatment, Post-test

• Data Analysis: This study using SPSS to carried out a hypothesis to 
determine  the distribution of speaking skill score. 
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Findings

• The mean score of students' pre-test is 74.56

• The mean score of student’s post-test is 81.80

• Normality test using SPSS 27 with the One Sample Kolmogorov 
Smirnov test states that Sig. (2-tailed) values are 0.115 and 0.074 
respectively.  

• The homogeneity test states that based on the mean significance it is 
0.940

• The T test shows that there is a sufficient increase between the pre-
test and post-test scores, with Sig. (2-tailed) of 0.000. 
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Discussion

 The statistical results support the conclusion that paired work cards 
help students' speaking achievement.

 Pair Work Card media can improve students' speaking proficiency 
and boosted their confidence, which is crucial for language learning.

 Pair work card can be an effective media for language education
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Conclusion

 Based on the data results, there was a real increase in the use of pair 
work card in teaching speaking.

 This confirms that interactive learning media such as pair work 
cards has a significant effect to the English language teaching, 
particularly in improving students' speaking achievement.
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